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In his survey of the Elizabethan mathematician Thomas Harriot’s scientific 
papers, J. A. Lohne [ 19791 describes the following pair of problems considered by 
Harriot (British Museum Ms. Add. 6784, fol. 29, and Ms. Add. 6785, fol. 31). A 
point A is fixed on the lower periphery of a circle with horizontal diameter DD’ 
and is joined to a variable point X on the upper periphery, intersecting DD’ at Y 
(Fig. 1). (The labeling here and later is mine, not Harriot’s.) 
The first problem is to choose X so that XY is as large as possible, and the 
second is to choose X in such a way that XY is bisected by the diameter perpendic- 
ular to DOD’. (Both are variants of a problem arising in Harriot’s construction to 
solve the spherical mirror problem in Alhazen’s Optics: given two points outside 
or inside a spherical mirror, find the point on the mirror that reflects light from one 
point to the other. Harriot requires X to be chosen so that XY has a prescribed 
length. Harriot’s is a considerable simplification of Alhazen’s original solution.) 
Lohne comments: “It seemed to Harriot that the two problems had the same 
solution, but I cannot see how Harriot reached this conclusion. Usually he made 
no statements unless he had a direct proof” [Lohne 1979, 3011. 
How did Harriot do it? Lohne uses the now-familiar methods of the calculus to 
find the maximal intercept; the solution is expressed in a cubic equation involving 
tangents of certain angles arising in the figure. Even then it is not immediately 
clear that the solution corresponds to the bisected intercept. It seems to be neces- 
sary-and it is not hard-to reduce the solution of the bisected intercept to the 
same equation. 
Could Harriot have followed a similar procedure, perhaps not so technically 
perfect? Is there any need to suppose that he did? In other words, need we 
conclude that Harriot’s observation that the intercepts are equivalent is evidence 
that he was using infinitesimal techniques to solve maximum/minimum problems? 
The main intention of this note is to show that the answer to the latter questions is 
no: there is an elementary geometrical proof of the equivalence of the two inter- 
cepts. This knowledge is useful in the sense that, as long as the only available 
solution to the intercepts problem makes essential use of the calculus, scholars are 
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FIGURE 1 
bound to suspect that Harriot must have known something about the calculus. 
Without other evidence there are no grounds for such a conclusion. The impor- 
tance of the first question is reduced by the negative answer to the second, but I 
will tentatively suggest that the answer to the first is yes, that Harriot’s command 
of infinitesimal methods was sufficient to allow a quick proof of the intercepts 
problem. 
The geometrical proof is akin to an idea in Book V of the Conies of Apollonius, 
whose writings Harriot studied extensively, probably in Commandino’s transla- 
tion, according to Lohne [Lohne 1979, 2871. In Book V Apollonius determines 
the minimum distance from a parabola or an ellipse to a point on its axis [Heath 
1921, 158ff.]. For a given point A on the axis it is shown that, for a certain point X 
on the conic (naturally enough, a point that makes AX normal to the curve), AX’* 
- AX* h 0 for all X’ on the conic (Fig. 2). AX is thus the minimum distance. 
(Squares of distances, rather than distances themselves, arise naturally in the 
context.) In the proof of the intercepts problem, I will show that the difference 
between the bisected intercept and any other intercept is always positive, so that 
the bisected intercept is maximal. 
The second argument uses infinitesimals or, more correctly, small length ap- 
proximations in which small differences are ignored. The intercepts problem can 
be formulated in a way that is similar to that of work in which Harriot successfully 
used such techniques. This matter is discussed more fully in the last section. 
THE BISECTED INTERCEPT 
In the Fig. 3, XY is not necessarily bisected. Construction lines are dotted. XS, 
iVR, OF, and AM are perpendiculars with feet S, R, F, and M, respectively. 
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FIGURE 2 
Since triangles XS Y and AMY are similar, 
XY-AM 
x&Y= AY . 
Triangles XRN and YMA are similar, since LNXA = 90 and therefore LNXR = 90 
- LRXY = LMYA. Thus 
XS = XR + AM 
= NX - YM + AM 
AY 
. 
FIGURE 3 
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Comparing the two expressions for XS, we obtain 
xy=NxsyM+Ay 
AM ’ 
On the other hand, triangles WFO, OFY, and AMY are clearly similar; thus 
WY= WF+FY= MY 
FO.AM+OF.MY 1 
AM =2NX($$y+&$, 
since NX = 20F. Referring to the figure, one sees that the intercept is bisected if 
and only if XY = 2WY, i.e., if and only if 
Nx AY.MY = 
AM ’ (1) 
The condition (1) thus characterizes the case of bisection. 
THE MAXIMAL INTERCEPT, FIRST VERSION 
In Fig. 4, X and X’ are neighboring points on the circle. (The argument requires 
a slight change if the order of the points X and X’ is reversed, but I will leave 
consideration of this case until I have dealt with the present one.) P and Q are 
such that YA = PA and XA = QA, and X” and Y” are the feet of perpendiculars on 
AQ from X and Y, respectively. L is the mid-point of XQ. 
The difference between the lengths of the intercepts X’Y’ and XY is, as the 
reader will verify, 
PY’ - QXf. (2) 
FIGURE 4 
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The plan of the proof is to obtain for this an expression that can be seen at once to 
be negative if (1) holds. Much use is made of similar triangles and the following 
preliminary observations concerning angles are helpful. 
LOAX= LOXA. (3) 
LOXX = 90 - LXAX', (4) 
since triangle X0X’ is isosceles and L X0X’ = 2L XAX’ . 
L4xX” = 90 - LXAX', (5) 
from construction; and since, comparing (4) and (S), LOXX’ = LAXX”, we 
deduce that 
LX'XX" = LOXA. (6) 
LQXX" = LXAL, (7) 
since LQXX” = LQXA - LX'XA = $(lSO - LXAX') - (90 - LXAX') = 
iLXAX'= LXAL. 
There are several pairs of similar triangles and we note in particular 
triangles PYY”, QXX”, and XAL are similar, (8) 
using (7); and 
triangles XX’X” and ANX are similar, (9) 
because L NXA = 90 = LX’X’X and, from (6) and (3), LX’XX” = LNAX. 
From the similarities we obtain an expression for QX’, one component of (2). 
Taking the second pair of triangles in (8) 
QX.XL QX" = X' , 
and with the same pair 
QX+AL 
XX” = xA . 
Further, using (9) and then (1 l), 
XX".XN QX.AL.XN 
X’X’ = Ax = xA2 , 
and therefore 
QX’ = QX” + x”x’ = g {XL + ALr;AXN}a (13) 
(11) 
(12) 
Turning now to PY’ , we begin with 
pytt _ py -  XL - = YA.QX.XL 
XA XA2 ' 
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the first step following from the similarity of the first and third triangles in (8), and 
the second step from the similarity of triangles XQA and YPA, which is evident 
from construction. Further, triangles YY’ Y” and A Y’M are clearly similar, as are 
triangles XX’A and YY’A, and therefore 
y,,y, = YY” - MY’ = YA . XX’ . MY’ = YA l QX . AL . MY’ 
AM XA.AM XA2.AM ’ 
making use of (11). Hence 
PY' = PY'+ Y"t' = YA . QX xA2 xL 
Combining (13) and (15), we deduce for the difference (2) the expression 
E{[$-l] .xL+g[YA;;Y'-xiv]}. 
When the intercept is bisected, (1) holds and then (16) becomes 
!g {[E - l] *XL - AL;AYf;;y’}, 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
which is certainly negative since YA is less than XA. Thus the new intercept X’ Y’ 
is smaller than the bisected intercept XY and therefore XY is maximal in this 
configuration. 
It remains to comment briefly on the proof when the order of X and X’ is 
reversed, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Details aside, in this case we obtain 
FIGURE 5 
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QX’ = X”X’ - QX” = g f=‘AxN _ XL) 
and 
py’ = Y”y’ - py’ = yAxiyx (“Lily’ - XL)) 
giving 
X’ Y’ -XY=QX’-PY’ 
= g{XL (g - 1) + g (XN - yA;;y’)}. 
When the intercept is bisected, i.e., when (1) holds, we obtain 
X’ Y’ -xY=g{xL(g- 1) +;;;;(MY-MY’)} 
since YA is less than XA, so that again XY is maximal. 
THE MAXIMAL INTERCEPT, SECOND VERSION 
It is helpful to put the problem into a dynamical context by imagining that AX is 
part of a long rod pivoted at its end A. Suppose that its initial direction is the same 
as AD and that it rotates clockwise to its final position in the direction AD’. There 
are two factors that influence the length of the intercept XY and both result from 
the fact that at any instant the motion of a particular point on the rod is perpendic- 
ular to the direction of the rod. At every position of X beyond N the arc XD’ of the 
circle falls away from the perpendicular to AX through X. This tends to reduce the 
length of XY. Similarly, the diameter DD ’ falls away from the perpendicular to A Y 
through Y (at least until x reaches the point where AX is perpendicular to DO’), 
but the effect of this now is to increase the length of XY. Evidently the second 
effect is dominant initially and remains so until the position of the maximal inter- 
cept is reached. After that the first effect dominates and the intercept decreases. 
To find the maximal intercept we should locate the point at which the two effects 
are balanced. 
The result is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows a succession of neighboring 
positions of the rod and highlights two pairs of typical neighbors: one when X is 
before N (the other end of the diameter through A) and the other when X is after 
N. As before, P and Q are points such that PA = YA and XA = QA and it is 
supposed that X’ is close enough to X that LPYA and L YPA may both be re- 
garded as right angles. When X is before N, the increase in the intercept between 
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FIGURE 6 
X and X’ is PY’ + QX’, the effects at the circumference and diameter reinforcing 
each other. When X is after N, the increase in the intercept is PY’ - QX’. 
(Actually, this applies only until AX is vertical; after that the increase is -PY’ - 
QX’; i.e., at both circumference and diameter the tendency is to reduce the 
intercept. This need not concern us, however, since the maximal intercept occurs 
before this point.) The length of the intercept at any position is the sum of all 
preceding increases. Evidently the intercept continues to increase provided P Y’ - 
QX’ > 0. Its maximal position occurs when PY’ = QX’, i.e., when the increase at 
the diameter is exactly balanced by the decrease at the circumference. 
This description of the setup is similar to the formulation of the problem of 
finding the change of longitude along a rhumb line, which is in turn related to the 
so-called Mercator problem. There the change in longitude is expressed as a sum 
of changes arising from motions along small arcs of the rhumb, which are equal in 
length and considered to be approximately straight. The change of longitude along 
the small arc AB in Fig. 7 is CB * set 8, where 6 is the latitude. Regarding ACB as a 
plane right-angled triangle, this is d sin a! set 8, where o! is the bearing of the 
rhumb and d = AB, and thus the total change in longitude is the familiar sum of 
secants: d sin a! * 2 set 8. In both cases small changes arise via side lengths of 
approximately right-angled triangles, with the intercepts problem having the 
added complication that there are two competing processes. Both are instances of 
the view that a continuous change is, approximately, a succession of discrete 
small changes. Harriot takes the same view in his work on the length of the 
equiangular spiral, in which he considers the spiral as almost a succession of small 
straight line segments. Indeed, it may have been more than “almost.” Some of 
Harriot’s papers seem to indicate, according to Jon Pepper [ 1968,370 (n. 47)], that 
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FIGURE 7 
Harriot “was a mathematical atomist, as well as a physical one. Perhaps he 
thought of the spiral as being in some sense made up of line segments. But the 
evidence is slight. . . . ” However this may be, our presentation of the maximal 
intercept problem is in terms that Harriot himself used elsewhere in his work, and 
is thus entirely within the scope of his thought. That said, it is to be emphasized 
that what follows is conjectural and not grounded in Harriot’s manuscripts. 
Turning now to the solution, we should fix X so that PY’ = QX’. In Fig. 8, X’ is 
sufficiently close to X that the arc XX’ is approximately straight and that very 
nearly LQXA = 90 and LOXX’ = 90. We then have LQXX’ = 90 - LX’XA = 
LOXA = LOAX, and thus (0 as in Fig. 8) 
QX’ = XX’ * sin(LQXX’) = 28 - sin(LOAX) = eNx. (17) 
On the other hand, since LPYA = 90, we have LPYY’ = 90 - LMYA and thus 
PY’ = PY. tan(LPYY’) = 8AY - cot(LMYA) = 8 
AY-MY 
AM . (1% 
Equating (17) and (18), we deduce that the maximal intercept occurs when (1) 
holds, i.e., when the intercept is bisected. 
This can be viewed as a clumsy description of the principle that extreme values 
occur when the infinitesimal difference is zero. It would be too much to assume 
that Harriot was aware of such a general principle, although he is indeed a pioneer 
in the use of infinitesimal techniques. But such an assumption is not necessary. 
For the argument is more or less naturally suggested by the problem, it is genu- 
inely primitive in that it can be formulated without artifice in precalculus terms, 
and it happens to work, which is odd and by no means to be expected. There is 
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FIGURE 8 
something similar in Harriot’s rectification of the equiangular spiral as recon- 
structed by Pepper [l968,368ff.]: there it is the unique geometry of the curve that 
allows a solution to Harriot’s ingenuity and no underlying principle is required to 
make sense of his argument. 
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